Application of multivariate curve resolution for analysis of FT-IR microspectroscopic images of in situ plant tissue.
The chemometric techniques of multivariate curve resolution (MCR) are aimed at extracting the spectra and concentrations of individual components present in mixtures using a minimum set of initial assumptions. We present results from the application of alternating least squares (ALS) based MCR to the analysis of hyperspectral images of in situ biological material. The spectra of individual pure components were mathematically extracted and then identified by searching the spectra against a commercial library. No prior information about the chemical composition of the material was used in the data analysis. The spectra recovered by ALS-MCR analysis of an FT-IR microspectroscopic image of an 8-micron-cornkernel section matched very well the spectra of the corn storage protein, zein, and starch. Through the application of MCR, we were able to show the presence of a second spectrally different protein, which could not be easily seen using univariate analysis. These results demonstrate the value of multivariate curve resolution techniques for the analysis of biological tissue. The value of principal components analysis (PCA) for hyperspectral image analysis is also discussed.